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Contact:  Dave Cooke (Windsor-Essex) 

      Dr. Patricia Spindel, (Durham Region) 

 

PROVINCIAL SENIORS ADVOCACY GROUP CALLS FOR REINSTATEMENT OF 

TOUGH INSPECTIONS AND PROSECUTIONS IN LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES 

 

Ontario, Monday, May 25, 2020 – Spokespersons for a provincial seniors’ advocacy 

organization today called for a reinstatement of the tough inspection and prosecution policy that 

existed thirty five years ago before successive governments dismantled it.  “There used to be 

prosecutions of these homes, lifting of their licenses, imposition of fines, stopping of intakes” 

said former Cabinet Minister in the Rae government, Dave Cooke.  “Now what we see is 

repeated compliance orders issued, a reliance on written notices and voluntary correction plans, 

repeated Director’s referrals, and Director’s orders, and then it seems to all fall off a cliff and 

nothing further happens.  Licenses are not revoked, even with repeated infractions.  I want to 

know why, and so do the people of Ontario, especially those with loved ones in these homes”, he 

said. 

 

“In examining what is currently occurring it became clear that only 9 actual Resident Quality 

Inspections (RQI’s) of homes were done this past year. Residents have no protection whatsoever 

because inspections are now a completely critical incident and complaints-based system - 

nothing proactive at all to prevent issues like what happened during this pandemic. And what 

about those residents who have no one visit who would complain?”, said Dr. Patricia Spindel, a 

former President of Concerned Friends of Ontario Citizens in Care Facilities and co-founder of 

the Advocacy Centre For The Elderly (ACE). “No wonder we have these high infection and 

death rates.  Successive governments have abandoned their responsibilities to protect residents in 

these facilities.  They had better protections 35 years ago than they do now”, she said. 

 

Seniors For Social Action (Ontario) is calling for: 

 

 Immediate reinstatement of yearly Resident Quality Inspections (RQI’s) as 

recommended by the Auditor General – comprehensive yearly inspections involving a 

team of nursing, dietary, and environmental inspectors, among others;   

 Re-introduction of a prosecution policy in conjunction with a Crown Attorney cross 

appointed to the inspection branch by the Deputy Attorney General;  

 Re-introduction of more effective sanctions (cease intake, fines, charges, license 

revocation etc) to ensure compliance with the Act;  

 Access to forensic accountants to determine why some facilities are short-staffed and do 

not have adequate linens and other supplies; 



 Mandatory reporting to police of any suspicions of criminal activity by inspectors; 

 Location of the inspection branch in the Ministry of Health so that the Director can order 

in clinical teams from hospitals to protect residents if any long term care facilities appear 

to be placing them at risk; 

 Take-over by the Minister of Health under the Health Facilities Special Orders Act if any 

facility endangers residents; 

 Imposition of non-profit management through municipalities or non-profit seniors’ 

agencies if any commercial home has its license revoked and is taken over by the 

Ministry. 
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BACKGROUNDER 

 

The Ontario Ministry of Health and Ministry of Long Term Care’s on-line description of its 

Long-Term Care Home Inspection Program states that it “safeguards residents’ well-being by 

continuously inspecting complaints and critical incidents, and by ensuring that all Homes are 

inspected at least once per year.” (MOH, MLTC, 2020) 

http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/public/programs/ltc/31_pr_inspections.aspx 

 

This is a misrepresentation of what inspections are actually occurring.  A complaints and critical 

incident-driven inspection system only reacts after harm has been done.  It is regressive and 

places residents at risk because no pro-active action is taken to prevent complaints and critical 

incidents in the first place. 

 

The second statement that inspections occur every year is misleading.  Yearly comprehensive 

Resident Quality Inspections have all but been eliminated.  In 2019, only 9 of 626 homes in 

Ontario received the more rigorous annual inspections called resident quality inspections 

(RQI’s).  Prior to 2018, most homes received this comprehensive RQI, but that number dropped 

to only half the homes receiving them in 2018, and only 9 in 2019 (Pedersen et al, April 15, 

2020).  Comprehensive annual inspections dropped dramatically under the Ford government. 

 

The stated purposes of inspections – protecting the over 78,000 residents of these facilities; 

safeguarding their rights, safety, security and quality of life; and ensuring the LTCF’s comply 

with legislation and regulations, highlight a major failure of the inspection system.  This system 

has achieved none of these according to its own inspection reports which contain repeated 

issuances of written notices, compliance orders and voluntary plans of correction for which there 

is little to no follow-up.  Some homes have had repeated Director’s referrals and Director’s 

orders, but, it appears, no sanctions applied such as stopping intakes, laying charges, levying 

fines, and revocation of licenses.   

 

Instead it seems that the inspection branch, far from being an inspection body, “works with” the 

homes like a consultant to “help them” meet regulations.  The taxpayers of this province already 

spend considerable funds for long term care through their government, and expect that these 

facilities that are being paid to provide care, actually provide it, and that the inspection branch is 

there to ensure that they do.   

 

In the 1980’s the government made inspection reports public.  Not “summaries” of inspection 

reports as now appear on the government’s website, but full inspection reports. The absence of 

public reporting of full inspection reports has eroded public accountability. 

 

Inspections fall under the categories of; 

 

 Resident quality inspections (RQI’s) - generally comprehensive and done yearly, these 

are supposed to be “risk-focused” as per the Auditor General’s recommendation, and 

unannounced. Introduced in 2016 they have now all but been eliminated.  Without them 

there is no way of even determining whether facilities are meeting the requirement to 

report critical incidents to the Director. 

http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/public/programs/ltc/31_pr_inspections.aspx


 Critical incident inspections - often after there has been an issue related to resident 

injury or unexpected death. 

  

 Complaint investigations – instituted after staff, residents, or families have made a 

formal complaint.   

 

In the latter two, the homes usually know inspectors are coming. 

  

The RQI’s are the most important because they are a comprehensive review of a facility’s whole 

operation, and involve a team including dietary, nursing, and environmental inspectors, among 

others.  These  have uncovered major problems including abuse, neglect, medication issues, poor 

sanitation, falls and injuries, critical incidents not reported to the Director, and infection control 

problems among other issues.  

 

Now inspections in Ontario are nothing more than a critical incident and complaints-based 

system, where reviews occur once the damage has been done.   Some of the homes with the 

highest infection and death rates in Ontario were not among the few facilities that had RQI’s in 

the previous year 1(Tubb & Wallace, April 26, 2020).   

 

Ford Government Does Opposite Of Recommendation of Wettlaufer Public Inquiry 

 

In 2018, during the Long Term Care Homes Public Inquiry into how Elizabeth Wettlaufer 

managed to murder at least 8 residents and go undetected, the importance of comprehensive 

yearly inspections of this nature was underscored.  The inquiry recommended more RQI’s not 

fewer ones (Pedersen et al, April 15, 2020).  But the Ford government, which claims to be 

implementing that inquiry’s recommendations, actually did the complete opposite, all but 

eliminating these inspections. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Orchard Villa, with the highest death rate in the province, which has been subject to law suits and a call by families 

for a police investigation, had its last RQI on March 26, 2018. http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-

ca/homeprofile.aspx?Home=2693&tab=1  Eatonville Care Centre with 173 resident cases, 37 resident deaths and 66 

staff cases on April 26, 2020 had not had an RQI since October 10, 2017 http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-

ca/homeprofile.aspx?Home=2468&tab=1  Altamont Care Community with 125 resident cases, 32 resident deaths, 

45 staff cases and one staff death was due for another inspection on February 26, 2020 but never had one. 

http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-ca/homeprofile.aspx?Home=0956&tab=1 Pinecrest Nursing Home in 

Bobcaygeon with 53 resident cases, 29 resident deaths and 34 staff cases had not had an RQI since November 13, 

2018 http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-ca/homeprofile.aspx?Home=2731&tab=1 Anson Place in Hagersville 

(one of the homes SIEU had asked the province to take over)  with 71 resident cases, 27 resident deaths and 33 staff 

cases had not had an RQI since June 19, 2017 http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-

ca/homeprofile.aspx?Home=2786&tab=1 
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Less Public Accountability And A Government Assisted Cover-Up? 

 

Fewer comprehensive inspection reports mean less public accountability, leaving the public and 

press unable to access important information that was formerly generated in Resident Quality 

Inspections (RQI’s).  This amounts to a government-assisted cover-up of what is actually 

happening in these facilities and undermines the intent of having public inspection reports, that 

were introduced by the Davis government in the 1980’s.  It allows this industry to hide its 

inadequacies and avoid public scrutiny and accountability, assisted by the same government that 

is required by law to hold it accountable. 

 

In 1983, there was a much more effective inspection branch, where facilities that failed to 

comply with compliance orders were prosecuted with the assistance of a Crown Attorney.  

Licenses were revoked.  Operators were taken to court.  Ark Eden was taken over by the Hon. 

Larry Grossman under the Health Facilities Special Orders Act. 

 

With the highest infection and death rates2 in Ontario and some of the worst inspection records, 

many of the current facilities continue to operate without even yearly RQI’s.   Effective 

investigation and prosecution of repeated violations seem not to have happened.   

 

In some cases inspectors had cited serious problems with infection control prior to the pandemic, 

but it appeared to have no impact on preventing infections during the pandemic.  Many facilities 

with previous long histories of non-compliances continue to function, licenses intact, with fewer 

inspections to provide oversight. 

 

Abandonment of Oversight Responsibilities By Government  

 

When there is little to no oversight, especially of facilities operated by large multi-national 

corporations, caring for extremely vulnerable people, it is a recipe for disaster – exactly the kind 

of disaster that occurred during the 2020 pandemic.  With inspectors usually just issuing written 

orders, or voluntary correction plans with little to no follow-up, problems simply continue.3 

 

                                                           

2 In Altamont, one of the homes with the highest infection and death rates, they received a citation by inspectors a 

year before the pandemic hit - “the licensee has failed to ensure that all staff participate in the implementation of the 

infection prevention and control program”(page 36). (Altamonte Care Community Inspection Report, February 26, 

2019)  http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-ca/File.aspx?RecID=21466&FacilityID=20009  Eatonville, another 

home reported as having high infection and death rates – same thing – “failure to ensure that all staff took part in the 

infection prevention and control program” (Pages 16-18 (Eatonville Care Centre, Etobicoke Inspection Report, 

October 10, 2017) http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-ca/File.aspx?RecID=18502&FacilityID=20238 

 
3 It should be noted that according to inspection reports, instead of issuing compliance orders, inspectors generally 

issue written notices and leave it up to the homes to institute voluntary plans of correction.  There is no legislative 

requirement to share these plans of correction with residents and their families, and generally speaking inspectors do 

not follow up on either these plans or the written notices that are issued (Source: former Board Member, Concerned 

Friends Of Ontario Citizens in Care Facilities). 

http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-ca/File.aspx?RecID=21466&FacilityID=20009
http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net/en-ca/File.aspx?RecID=18502&FacilityID=20238


The Ford government’s abandonment of effective, comprehensive inspections set the stage for 

lack of infection control, lack of oversight to ensure that residents are safe in these facilities, and 

lack of responsibility for quality and continuity of care being delivered before and during this 

pandemic.  This is especially true given the staff and supplies shortages, some of which preceded 

the pandemic.   

 

Where there were reasonable grounds to be concerned that criminal acts may have taken place -  

from theft, to mishandling of medications, to criminal negligence causing bodily harm or death, 

to physical and in some cases sexual assault – either staff to resident or resident to resident, 

police were not called.   

 

Ambulances were not called even when residents suffered grievous injuries and little to no 

medical care was provided (see Orchard Villa inspection reports).   

 

Facilities that should have been taken over by the Ministry because of high infection and death 

rates were not taken over.  On April 17, 2020 the Service International Employees Union took 

the unprecedented step of asking the Government of Ontario to take over two of the facilities 

with the highest death rates. Sharleen Stewart, President of the union called on the Ford 

government to take over Eatonville Care Centre in Toronto and Anson Place Centre in 

Hagersville, calling both homes out of control.  She claimed that staff in those homes still did not 

have appropriate personal protective equipment and that effective sanitation practices were not 

being following with management not being forthcoming.   

 

The response to this unprecedented request by a major union representing health care workers in 

these homes by the Ontario Minister of Long Term Care was that other provinces operated 

differently, and that her Ministry would assist other companies to come in to provide support.  

No direct responsibility or action was taken by the Ford government to protect residents or 

employees in spite of its repeated lip service, thanking long term care workers (Stone & 

Howlette, April 17, 2020).   

 

Necessary Government Take Over Of Facilities Endangering Residents 

 

In 1983, then Health Minister Larry Grossman rose in the Ontario Legislature after two deaths of 

children with complicating factors of dehydration and malnutrition in the Ark Eden Nursing 

Home in Stroud, Ontario and said this: “I have advised the operators of the home I do not intend 

to renew their licence to operate a nursing home when that licence expires on March 31. It is our 

intention to begin immediately to relocate all the residents of the home…..If, by March 31, all 

the remaining residents cannot be relocated to proper facilities, the Ministry of Health will 

assume control and operation of the home to protect the health and safety of the residents until it 

is vacated” (Hansard, February 18, 1983).  The Minister did take over that home and removed all 

of its residents to protect them from harm.   

 

 

 

 



Today in Ontario we have over a thousand long term care residents dead, some, their families 

allege, of malnutrition and dehydration, but the Minister has not acted to take over even those 

homes with the highest death rates, like Orchard Villa, where families are calling for a police 

investigation of conditions prior to and during the pandemic. 

 

The Minister of Health has the authority, or can strengthen her authority under the Health 

Facilities Special Orders Act to take immediate action today, but to date has chosen not to do so. 
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